




















































（Lane, 1994; Sharpley and Sharpley, 1997）。ア
グリツーリズムは「農村の環境と産物に関連しな
がら生産活動と直接に結びつく」ツーリズムであ
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（Comite National de Geographie, Commission de Geographie Rurale（1984）による）
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地域の 3,084 市町村の約 80％で，および山村振興






























































































































































































移ってきた（Ilbery, 1998; Argent, 2002; Wilson 













































































的に変化させた（Cloke, 1996; Ilbery, 1998；脇田・
















されてきた（Rolley and Humpherys, 1993）。結
果的には，農村の場所性やその社会的表象性（ルー
ラリティや牧歌的情景）を農村再編に利用するこ


































ならない（Halfacree, 1993; Kikuchi et. al., 2002; 
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Potential Development of Geographical Studies on Rural Tourism with the Adoption of the 
Research Framework of Food Tourism 
KIKUCHI Toshio
Tokyo Metropolitan Univercity, Graduate School of Urban Environmental Sciences
The present paper provides some ideas on the potential development of geographical studies on 
rural tourism in terms of rural geography. Rural geography approaches to rural tourism turned 
from the static analysis of actual conditions towards the dynamic analysis of regional changes in 
relation to characteristics of rural areas. In recent years, with conservation and sustainable use of 
rural environment becoming leading themes of rural tourism studies, the framework of sustainable 
rural systems plays an important role in approaches to rural tourism. These trends in rural tourism 
studies correspond to a shift in the  geographical debates on rural areas, away from the framework 
of productivism, towards that of  post-productivism. While economic profit is the driving force of 
rural development within the framework of productivism, the central elements of sustainable rural 
development within the alternative framework of post-productivism are the multi-functional use of 
rural environment and diversity of resources. Geographical approaches to rural tourism, therefore, 
use the framework of post-productivism for general discussion on multi-functional use of rural 
environment and resources. The present paper suggests the use of the framework of food tourism as a 
synthetic approach to rural tourism, which is based on diversity of rural environment and resources. 
Within the framework of food tourism, the focus is on spaces of rural, agricultural, market, slow 
food, and gourmet landscape and their respective hierarchy; each space is nested within multi-
layer structure from the broad rural space to the specialized gourmet landscape. The space of food 
tourism is based on traditional, cultural, ecological environments in addition to socio- and economic 
environments, and is mutually connected with others. As a result, the sustainable development of the 
whole space of rural tourism is possible, based on the multi-layer structure of spatial contents such as 
rural, agricultural, market, slow food and gourmet landscape.
Key words:  rural tourism, post-productivism, sustainable rural systems, rural restructuring, food 
tourism
